A DVR is Your Personal Streaming Service!

With an MCG Whole Home DVR, you can digitally record, store & playback programming so you never have to miss your favorite show again!

Play your stored programs as often as you like and control live TV with functions such as pause or rewind. Our DVR system is called Whole Home DVR because it allows you to record a program on one TV and watch the playback on any other in your home.

**Never Miss a Moment** - With an MCG DVR you control live TV so you won’t miss a single minute of a show you’re watching

**Pause a Program** - Rewind the show you have been watching or fast forward back to the point of live TV

**Watch Your Favorite Shows on Your Schedule** - MCG DVR lets you watch shows you have recorded whenever its convenient for you. You can easily record the whole season of your favorite show with the touch of a button.

**No Tapes, No Timers** - Record without tapes, timers or a VCR. Just highlight a program and press record. The program is saved directly on the MCG DVR.

**Interactive Guide** - An MCG DVR lets you do everything at the touch of a button. The interactive guide makes it easy for you to enjoy all the features that DVR and digital TV has to offer.

---

**DVR Instructions**

**Pausing Live TV**
1. While you are watching any live channel on TV, press the PAUSE button
2. Restart the action by pressing PLAY
3. Once you have accumulated time of viewing a program, you will also be able to REWIND and FAST FORWARD the portion of the show you have viewed

**Recording a Show or Series**
1. For a Quick Record, press RECORD while watching a show or while show is highlighted in Guide
2. To do a future record, navigate with Arrow Keys through Guide and when desired show is highlighted, press RECORD
3. To record an entire series automatically, press the RECORD button twice

**Viewing Recorded Shows**
1. Press LIST
2. Arrow over and highlight desired program, press OK
3. You are now able to PAUSE, STOP FAST FORWARD & REWIND recording at any time

**Deleting a Recorded Show**
1. Press LIST
2. Navigate using the Arrow Keys to find the program you wish to delete
3. Press OK
4. Arrow down to highlight ‘Delete Recording’ and press OK
5. When asked to Delete requested show, arrow to ‘Yes’ and press OK
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